Unique, classy and polished
Builds on the loyal BBC Prime audience
and its many existing shows.
High production values will make BBC
Entertainment stand out from the competition

Four new strands make favourite
programmes easy to find
Total Drama
Midday Murders
Comic strip
Big Night In

Dancing with the Stars
rightfully earned its name
delivering the best programme
performance ever on BBC Prime.
120k viewers tuned in for the last
episodes of the series in June.

Doctor Who has become a real
family favourite with over 30,000
DStv adults tuning in.

Gavin and Stacey earned
7 NOMINATIONS at the 2007
British Comedy Awards, including
best actor for all four leads
Hotel Babylon was very well received
in South Africa. Shares for the series
improved the average slot by

12%

Comedy,
drama and
entertainment
programmes
hand-picked
for Africa

Extras is building a loyal audience with average viewership
of over 20,000 DStv adults
The non-stop entertainment
channel that’s bursting with
drama, humour and glamour
and guaranteed to keep you
on the edge of your seat.

100’S OF FRESH
HOURS FOCUSSED
IN PRIMETIME.
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General Entertainment & Specialist Channels

extras
Side-splitting comedy, intriguing drama, classic sci-fi,
celebrity chat shows and more!
Packed with 24 hours of glossy, glamorous programming
to keep the most discerning viewer on the edge of their
seat. Top-drawer performances, compelling writing and
high production values are the focus of this premium
entertainment channel.

primeval
“A monster hit ... “ Daily Star
When a team of scientists are asked to investigate a
series of dinosaur sightings, the group prepares to face
anything from a Gorgonopsid rampaging through the
Forest of Dean, to giant spiders swarming the London
Underground. Primeval combines dazzling special effects
with a haunting love story, asking this terrifying question:
Has mankind come to the end of the evolutionary road?

gavin and stacey
Two worlds collide in this contemporary comedy
about young love. After countless long-distance
conversations, romance flourishes when Gavin
and Stacey finally meet for the first time. But
when Gavin and Stacey’s ordinary worlds come
together, their families and friends must learn to
get along…

spooks

Get ready to laugh out loud as the award-winning
hit comedy, Extras, returns for a splendid second
series. With Ricky Gervais as an aspiring actor and
Stephen Merchant as his incompetent agent,
the series also sees cameos from stars such as
Orlando Bloom, David Bowie, Sir Ian McKellen,
Chris Martin, Daniel Radcliffe and Robert Lindsay.

“Fast paced and hard-hitting”
Mail and Guardian

Daily Dispatch

Britain is on the verge of anarchy! MI5 hero Harry Pearce and team leader Adam Carter
suspect rogue members of the British ‘Establishment’ are sabotaging the very system they
once sought to uphold. Expect nothing less than non-stop action on series five of this
BAFTA-winning spy drama.

hotel babylon

“Slick and trendy drama”
Sunday Times Magazine

Glimpse beyond the glamour of a five-star
hotel into the frenetic, non-stop world of its
staff. An all-star cast returns for a second series
of Hotel Babylon, the evocative drama inspired
by Imogen Edwards-Jones’ searing exposé of
life behind the scenes of London’s luxury hotel
industry.

“Gervais is a comic genius”

Graham Norton, the multi-awardwinning comedy talk-show host,
presents a brand new series
celebrating the people, trends
and stories closest to his
heart. Cheeky and
irreverent as ever, Norton
trades quips with celebrity
guests such as Elijah
Wood, Kim Cattrall,
Dustin Hoffman, Orlando
Bloom, Rupert Everett,
Joss Stone and Jon Bon
Jovi to name a few.

the graham
norton show

strictly come dancing
The hit television programme Strictly Come Dancing
returns for a spectacular fourth series. Joining hosts
Bruce Forsyth and Tess Daly, those bravely stepping
up to the challenge are former Spice Girl Emma
Bunton, What Not to Wear presenter Mica Paris,
TV presenter Carol Smillie, former rugby star Matt
Dawson and cricketer Mark Ramprakash.

doctor
who

David Tennant steps into the role of Doctor
Who to become the tenth Time Lord in
Russell T. Davies’ international sci-fi hit. The
second series is packed full of thrills, laughs
and heartbreak as Rose and the Doctor
travel through time to confront some truly
terrifying monsters!

“New adversaries and new
exhilarating adventures”
Mail and Guardian

